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Background: Antepartum fetal death (AFD) contributes significantly to stillbirths (SB) in low- and middle-income countries (LMIC). Modifying locally-prevalent demographic risk factors could lessen the burden of SB in the region. ...
skin cells. Based on multi centric nature of Paget's disease, it’s a chronic and relapsing course. The aim of this report is to introduce a case of multi centric Paget's disease and review of literature. ...
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Background: The aim of this study was to evaluate ovarian damage following laparoscopic endometrioma cystectomy using ultrasound and pathologic samples. ...
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Stem cells isolated from menstrual fluid have mesenchymal stem cell like properties and have multilineage differentiation capacity. Menstrual fluid has ease of access in collection and repeated sampling is possible in a noninvasive manner. ...